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QUESTION 1

Customer has a virtualized data center Microsoft Hyper-V Windows Server 2012. The customer has provided this
information about the Ms: 

Each host has a network (Hyper-V virtual switch) that supports VM productions traffic and owns two server 10G NICs. 

Each host has a network (Hyper-V virtual switch) that supports management traffic to the parent partition and owns two
server Gigabit NICs. Each rack, the network architect plans to deploy two HP 5920 Series switches, acting as an 

Intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF) switch. 

Which additional information does the architect need in order to plan the connections to each host? 

A. Whether the virtual switches use sFlow or Net Stream to load balance traffic over the NICs 

B. Whether the virtual switches use Virtual Ethernet Port Aggregator (VEPA) VLAN tagging 

C. Whether the virtual switches use generic or dynamic NIC teaming (Link Aggregation Control [(LACP)] and their
hashing method 

D. Whether the virtual switches support standard Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) or Cisco Per-VLAN Spanning Tree
Protocol Plus (PVST+) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer prefers fixed-port switches at the campus access layer. The network architect wants to propose access
layer switches simplifying network architecture and network management. 

Which technologies should the network architect consider? (Select two.) 

A. Multiple Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) 

B. Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) 

C. Intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF) 

D. Backplane stacking 

E. Net Stream 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

If a network architect is planning a secure device management policy, why would administrators need to generate SSH
keys on network infrastructure devices? 

A. To authenticate managers with a more secure method than passwords 
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B. To encrypt management traffic and also authenticate managers with asymmetric 

C. To authenticate managers and assign them privileges according to their identity 

D. To encrypt management traffic related to the CLI 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A network is planning the products that interconnect a main site campus LAN, branches, and data center (located at a
different site from campus). Which customer requirement would causes the network architect to choose HP enterprise-
class modular routers as opposed as deep-buffer switches for this solution? 

A. The need for WAN connections that use T3/E3/J3 

B. The need or a fully redundant solution with two devices working as a team 

C. The need for thousand of routes in the routing table 

D. The need for high-speed routing 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An implementation plan should include an agreed-on time for the final rollback decision. What should this decision be
scheduled? 

A. After the cutover to the new solution and the first set of validation tests and just before the user acceptance tests
(UATs) 

B. after the first steps of the rollback plan have been implemented, about ten minutes before the end of the maintenance
window 

C. just before the point of no return, which is calculated by subtracting the rollback time from the end of the maintenance
window 

D. ten minutes before the end of the maintenance window or one hour into the implementation, whichever occur first 

Correct Answer: C 
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